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1.1 Hair
A full head of hair is essential for any male to look young and attractive. It
signals youth, fertility, good health and is one of the strongest indicators of
attractiveness for females. Ideal hair should be full, thick and have volume.
Depending on the facial shape and ratios, hair can be manipulated to add
the illusion of extra length and width to the face significantly boosting a
man’s attractiveness.

Qualities to note…
-Thick wavy hair
-Norwood zero
-Dark colored, adding contrast to face
-Adds height and makes the face
appear slimmer
-Natural and easy to maintain
-Appropriate for the face shape
-High class appearance
-Straight hairline
-Free from visible dandruff
-Does not have a greasy appearance

These features ensure a consistent and eye
catching appearance, guaranteeing
harmony with the rest of the face.

Qualities to note…
-Receding hairline
-Large forehead
-Uniform length makes face appear
less angular
-Buzz cut not appropriate for face
shape
-Low class appearance
-Widow’s peak due to recession
-Non styled, lacking any type of
intentional grooming
-Upper third too dominant and no
longer in harmony, outweighing the
middle and lower third
-Contributes to an aged appearance

Figure 1.1A: Attractive Male Hairstyle

Figure 1.1B: Unattractive Male Hairstyle



1.1 Customer:Hair

1.1.1 Analysis

 Hairline.
The hairline is somewhat receded and 2 on the Norwood scale. Ideally, the
hairline would be less receded.

 Hair Color.
The hair color is light brown combined with some gray taints. Ideally, the
hair color would be a bit darker (dark brown) and with fewer gray taints.
The current hair color creates some color contrast, but not as much as a
darker hair tone would.

 Hairstyle.
The hairstyle is round/oval shaped and due to being combed backwards the
hairline is highlighted more. Ideally, the hairstyle would have more
volume at the corner/temples to give the appearance of a wider forehead.
Also a hairstyle that hides the receding hairline would be more preferable,
this could be achieved by a hairstyle that covers the forehead somewhat,
such as a fringe or possibly curtains.



 Hair Length.
Your hair length is short. Ideally, your hair length could be medium which
could cover some recession of the hairline.

 Facial Hair.
The lines of the facial hair are not set in a defined way. The hair color is
light brown with some gray taints. Ideally, the lines of facial hair should be
visibly defined (by razor). The hair color would be a bit darker (dark brown)
with fewer gray spots. The current hair color creates some color contrast
but not as much as a darker hair tone would. Try to match as much as
possible, the colors of facial hair with the hair on top.

 Side Profile and Hairstyle.
No side profile photo is submitted and therefore it’s not possible to see if
the side profile shape is convex, straight or concave. For convex and
concave side profile faces there are specific guidelines for hair styling.

Example of changing hair color to a darker tone, and with more volume at
the temples/corners.

Before After



1.2 Eye Area
Eye area is one of the most important and most often misunderstood
features of male attractiveness. Eye area refers not only to the eyes
themselves, it also includes the eyebrows, infraorbital bones, positioning of
the eyes and the browridge. Deep set eyes might be an adaptation for
hunting, protecting the eyes and therefore look more intimidating and
masculine. In males having deep set eyes is considered a dimorphic trait as
males with higher prenatal testosterone have smaller more protected
eyeballs. A combination of dark colored, vertically narrow, hooded and
positively tilted eyes are ideal for males.

Qualities to note…
- Hooded eyes due to protruding browridge. No upper eyelid exposure.
- Positive or neutral canthal tilt (negative canthal tilt is not desirable).
- Vertically narrow eyes, horizontally wide eyes.
- Blue color with dark limbal rings.
- Thick dark neutrally tilted eyebrows.
- No scleral show.
- Harmonious, balanced spacing between the eyes.
- Groomed and appropriately shaped eyebrows.

Figure 1.2A: Ideal Male Eye Area

Figure 1.2B: Unattractive Male Eye Area



Qualities to note…
- Upper eyelid exposure due to recessed browridge.
- Negative canthal tilt causes droopy eyes.
- Scleral show.
- Rounded eyebrows.
- Horizontally tall eyes creating “prey” look.

1.2 Customer: Eyes

1.2.1 Analysis

 Canthal tilt.
The canthal tilt is neutral. This is a positive feature.

 Positioning and width of the eyes.
The eyes are positioned and equally divided into 1/5s, across the width of
the face. This is a positive feature.

 Eye shape.
Due to appropriate height and width the eyes are almond shaped. This is a
positive feature. Having almond shaped eyes is a dimorphic trait and look
masculine compared to female eyes which look roundish and high trust.

 Eye color.
The eye color is blue with green tones. This creates a striking contrast with
your skin color and hair color. The limbal rings are dark which makes your
eyes more piercing and striking.



 Hooding.
Due to average browridge and glabella your eyes are hooded. This, again
creates a masculine appearance.

 Upper eyelid exposure and scleral show.
There is upper eyelid exposure but limited. Ideally this would be a little
less. This is a positive feature.

 Under eye support and under eye area remarks.
There is decent under eye support. Due to aging, there are some wrinkles
around the eyes and some sagging of the skin. Ideally, there would be
tighter more elastic and smooth skin around the eyes. (Guidance): In the
attachment (1*) we will add information on how to improve the elasticity
and collagen of the eye area.

 Eyebrows.
The eyebrows lack density and appear thin with a dark brown color.
Ideally, the eyebrows would be denser and of a darker color. (Guidance): In
the attachment (2*) we will add information on how to improve the density
and tone of the eyebrows.



1.3 Nose
While the nose will never be considered a standout feature for males, an
unattractive nose can ruin facial harmony and destroy someone’s
appearance. The nose is in the center of the face and must tie together all
your features, especially in relation to the mouth, an ideal mouth to nose
ratio is 1:1.6. The ideal male nose is straight, narrow with little nostril
shown as that is a feminine feature. Along with the frontal view, the nose
is very important in the profile view, and must be straight for an attractive
well-balanced profile.

Qualities to note…
- Narrow nose bridge.
- Straight nose bridge.
- Base slightly larger than
bridge and well projected.
- Ideal mouth to nose ratio.
- Little nostril show.
- Improves facial harmony.

*Note that even though his nose is
ideal it is not what makes him
attractive.

Qualities to note…
- Crooked nose bridge.
- Wide base reducing mouth to
nose ratio.
- Nose overextends reducing
philtrum length.
- Crooked nose ruins side
profile harmony.
- Large nose draws attention
to it rather than drawing
attention to the positive
features around.
- Length and width of the nose
emphasizes the middle third
reducing harmony between
the facial thirds.

Figure 1.3A: Attractive Male Nose

Figure 1.3B: Unattractive Male Nose



1.3 Customer:Nose

1.3.1 Analysis

 Mouth to nose ratio.
The mouth to nose ratio is 1.31. Ideally, the mouth to nose ratio is 1.60.
This means that your nose is about 18% wider than ideal.

 Nose bridge.
The nose bridge is straight. This is a positive feature. The nose bridge is a
little bit wider than ideal.

 Nostrils.
There is little to no nostril show. This is a positive feature.

 Length of nose.
The length of the nose is in good proportion with the rest of the face. This is
a positive feature.



1.4 Lower Third
The lower third is arguably the most important feature for male
attractiveness. The lower third refers to the lower jaw (mandible), upper
jaw (maxilla) and the chin. A strong jaw signals strength, masculinity and
youthfulness. A well developed lower third is essential for attractiveness
and is almost always a sign of good development.

Qualities to note…
- High set prominent
cheekbones create hollow
cheeks.
- Wide mandible and broad
chin creates a wider face
increasing FWHR.
- Wide chin creating
balanced front view.
- Zygomatic bones slightly
wider than mandible bone.
- Width of mandible is
almost equivalent to the
width of the neck.
- Ideal ratios.

Qualities to note…
- Recessed chin (behind
glabella in profile view).
- Narrow jaw.
- Long philtrum.
- Non protruding recessed
cheekbones.
- Jaw asymmetry.
- Narrow lips.
- Vertically short chin
length.
- Lack of prominent lower
third causes middle third to
be overemphasized and
appear “closer” to the
camera lens causing it to
look even longer especially
in photographs.

Figure 1.4A: Attractive Lower Third

Figure 1.4B: Unattractive Lower Third



1.4 Customer: Lower Third

1.4.1 Analysis

 FWHR and middle third.
Your FWHR of 1.73 is above the average. Yet compared to the ideal, the
middle third is longer and/or the facial width is less than the ideal. Your
facial width is the prominent cause of deviation from the ideal. Since the
height of your middle third is 16% shorter compared to to the average of all
thirds.

 Width of cheekbones and jaw.
The width of your cheekbones and jaw is less than ideal. An extra 5%-10%
on each side would be ideal.

 Chin.
The width of your chin is good. Your chin is significantly higher than the
ideal around, 35%-40%. Shaving the hair around the edge of the chin as
short as possible (still aesthetically good looking) and keeping the length of
the hair under the chin as short as possible is the best option to make the
chin appear a little less long.



 Jawline.
The jawline is decent yet lacks definition, compared to the ideal. The
changeable causes of deviation from the ideal can be: body fat percentage
higher than 15%, and untrimmed facial hair line. It is advised to drop body
fat around the 15% range and shave/groom more defined facial hair around
the jaw. The symmetry of the jawline is good.

 Lips.
Your upper lip is about 15% less thick than the ideal. Shaving the hairline
of the moustache a tiny/little bit above the upper lip line, helps make the
upper lip appear thicker than it is.

 Width of the neck.
The width of the neck is average. Ideally, the neck would be somewhat
wider. Through neck muscle training the neck can be made wider.



1.5 Customer: Skin quality and skin tone

1.5.1 Analysis

 Skin Quality.
Your skin quality is above average for your age. Due to aging, the skin has
lost some firmness and elasticity. This lead to some lines and sagging of the
skin. (Guidance): In the attachment (3*) we will add information, on how to
improve the elasticity of the skin and how to make it more youthful (plus
slowing down the process of skin aging).

 Skin tone and discoloration of skin.
Your skin tone and the evenness of the skin tone is average for your age.
Ideally, your skin would be a little more tanned. We don’t advise to go
tanning the skin in the sun, due its aging and damaging effects on the skin.
(Guidance): In the attachment (*4) we will add information on how to
improve the skin tone without the need to go tanning in the sun.


